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SPIN OBSERVABLE AT INTERMEDIATE ENERGIES:
A TOOL IN VIEWING THE NUCLEUS

J. B. McClelland
Los AlarrrosNational Laboratory, Los Alamos, NH 85745

In this paper I attempt to summarize some of the advances made
in intermediate nuclear physics through measurements of spin observ-
able, notably in the range of bombarding energies from 100 to
1000 MeV. I leave the discussion of the important nucleon-nucleon
(NN) measurements to other speakers. Relative to measurements of
cross section, spin observable offer a highly selective filter in
viewing the nucleus. Their general utility is found in their sensi-
tivity to particular nuclear transitionsand is further augmented by
their simple connections to the NN force. The advantage of higher
energies is apparent from the dominance of single-step mechanisms
even at large energy losses where general nuclearspin responses may
be made. Experimentally, this is an energy range where efficient,
high-analyzing-pcwer polarimeters can be coupled with high resolu-
tion detection techniques.1

The first experiment to measure a corrpleteset of spin observ-
ablas for the elastic scattering of protons from a nucleus2 provided
the impetus for a Dirac description of the scattering process.3 An
apparent failure of the nonrelativistic KMT treatment of
intermediate-energy proton elast~c scattering data for cross sec-
tions and, most noticeably, analyzing powers had already been @exte-
nsively investigated looking at numerous corrections in order to
resolve the discrepancies. Furth**rmore,it was believed that the
dnta were driven by the geometries of the nucleus such that the
third independent observable for elastic scattering, thq spin-
rotation parameter, Q, wolll.dbe predicted from the other two, cross
section and analyzing power. The data for Q turned out to be in to-
tal disagreement with this prediction and not explained by the stan-
dard KHT analysis, Predictions of Q using the Dlrac phcnomenology,
however, provided e~cell.entagreement with the data,

An can be see:~in Fig. 1, only small differences in the cross
section are seen between a more recent relntivistie imp~llse
approximation (solid curve) nnd nonrelntivistic impulse
approximation (dashed curve) predictions, vhermn~ the nnalyzing

power (or polnriza[ion P) and the spin rotntion pnrnmeter (Q) ar~
both qualitatively and quantitatively different. The ontierlyir)g
physics is quite different. The D{rnc nppronch incl~des processos
such as vittual pnir production and nnnihi]ntion in the field of the
lIUCIWS no~. present in nonrelnttv{stic dynnmic.s. The 500-tieVrl~tn
mnrkwily fnvo~ the Dirnc trentmont. rt sho\lldbe pointed out, how
ever, thnt sp!n rotation data at other ~nergie~ and on othmr-targets
ar~ not in as good agreement, h~lt it is prectsely these type 01 (Intn
tllnt nre likely to shed light on this lssIIe.
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Fig. 1. 40Ca(p,p) scattering at 500 MeV with relativistic
(solid curve) and nonrelativistic calculations
fOr cross section, analyzing power, and spin
rotation parameter from Ref. 4.

A dir~ct connection can be mnde between spin ohslervables and
the squarad moduli of tha coofficienis of th~ ●ffective t.fNscatter-
ing amplitude given by

H(q) - A + Bdlnu2n + c(ull~+ u2n) + Eulquzq + F@],pU2p ~ (1)

where 1(2) -tenotesthe tar et (p oj ctile) n cleon and the unit vec-
tors (h,~,$) are in the fx~t, ~_K? #and ~x directions, with K(K1)
ti]arelative momentum in the NN syst~m before(after) collision. For
unnatural parity transitions, i: hnr b@en ~hovn~~s that in the
stntic limit

10 _ (cZ + B1 + FZ)X; + EZX; , (2.1)

IoDnn . (0 + B~ - F2)X; - E2X~ , (2.2)

ID
o PP

=(c2 -Bz ,Fz)x&E]X; , (2.3)

rD
Oqq”

(cl B2 _ F2))(: , E~x: , (?.4)

IoDno . loDon - 2x;ne(Bc*) , (2.5)

It)() qp - -IoDpq - 2X~1m(BC”) . (2.6)
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where Xf(~) is the static lorgitudinal(transverse)
One cay see ~from Eq. 2 that

form factor.
if the nuclear structure is known

(i.e. XL and ~), the q dependence of the effective ~ interaction
mav be mapped out by measuring a complete set of spin observable to
discrete final states at several momentum transfers. Although
Eqs, 2 are strictly valid in the plane wave impulse approximation
(PWIA), full distorted wave (DWIA) calculations have shown that dis-
tortion or details of the transitiondensity have little effect on
the spin observable for a transition dominated by a single
multipolarity near the peak of the associated form factor. Thus,
Eqs. 2 are expected to still be valid under these conditions.

T$e first complete set of spin observable at intermediate
energy for Jlelasticscattering used the two lowest 1+ states in 12C
at 500 MeV to map the q dependence of the individual coefficients of
the NN spin-dependent interaction for both isospin channels.7 The
results were consistent with the free NN amplitudes. Further meas-
urements are needed to improve the accuracy of these results as well
as extending them to larger q by choosing states of higher
multipolarity. In principle one can be divorced from uncertainties
in nuclear structure by doing similar measurements in quasi-free
scattering.a It is no longer possible to make the isospin decomposi-
tion in (p,p’) directly, but similar measurements will soon be pos-
sible in the (p,n) reaction, which is purely isovector in nature.q
The combination of (p,p’) and (p,n) vould be complimentary and both
would requi~e only modest energy resolution.

Spin observable have also been shown to be more sensitive to
convection (~) and composite (~ x ~) currents than unpolarized cross
sections alone.io Observable such as u(P-A) and u(D1~+Dsl) have
been found to be most useful in detecting and confronting composite
currents, Nonrelativistic and relativistic theories all contain
these currents at some level of approximation, althou~h the
relativistic treatment gives rise to these currents in a more
natural way thuough the lower component,

As an e.mmp~e of the selectivity and sensitivity of sp{~l ob--
servables to particular nuclear transitions, consider Fig. 2, which
is the spectrum of inelastic states in ‘2C at 39? MeV fron 7 to
23 MeV in excitation. This is seen in the top portiorlof the
figure. The spectrum is dominated by the nature]. pnrity dS=O
transitions at 7.6 and 9.6 PleV. Genernl.symmetry properties of the
scattering amplitu(ieim ly

R
that for transitions involving spin-

p~ri:y transfer of J 4)”, DN --1,
Y

nnd for transitions involving
J -0 , DNN=+l. In general a pOs ti’~evalue of I?NNis a signat(lreot
AS=() strength, ~hile 6S=1 transitionsyiel(ia negative or zero val(le
of DNN. This is seen directly in the bottom portion of Fig. 2 for
the spin--flip ‘ -
transverse Cr:s-’ ‘ecti”r” ‘:u’dQ’sN!il,~

‘t1~7e ‘NN-(l”DNN)/2 ‘s ‘])e
spill-fl,lp probFlbll\ty. Ilfi:!lrtll pat I ty As-()

tran3iti0ns4 111 the top spectrum are completely sIIpptessJ*d {n tt)e

spin flip (’roQssection. r)nlytll@ Ilnnatllrnl parity As-1; 1’ RI:d Y
~tld nntulal pnrily AS-1; 2’” stnt,espetsist.
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Fig. 2. 12c(PtP) scattering at 397 t4eV showing yield
spectrum (top) and spin-flip cross section
(bottom) from Ref. 29.

This selective technique of picking out only the spin-flip
strength has been applied to continuum studies using the (p,p’) and
(p$n) reactions, in particular in the investigation of the
G#mow-Tell.er(GT) and closely r~lated Illmissing streng~h problem.
The proportionality between intermediateenergy (ptn) O cross sec-
tion and beta decay transition strengths has provided a dir~ct means
of measuring GT strength in a wide range of nuclei.il~l~ The
surprising feature, of course, has been th~ apparant lack of GT
strength. Less than two thirds of the predicted strength based on
an essentially model-independentsum rule has systematically been
observed.1’ Explanations ot this effect range from conventional
nuclear mixing to delta-isobar admixtures to the nuclear wave func-
tions. Resolution of this problem seems to rest with experiments
that are sensitive to thinly distributed GT strength t[~the contin\l-
um. Cross-section angular distributions are primarily sensitive to
the orbital angular momentum transfer AL rather than the total angu-
lar momentum trmsfer &l. ‘NN is sensitive to the opin transfer AS,
hence it provides informationon AJ-4L+bS. Its simple prediction
and interpretation make it a powerful tool for these types of
irlvestigation.Figure 3 shows a ‘OZr(p,n) cr~ss section and polariz-
ation transfer c~opq ~eetion at 160 tieV. The 0+ (AL=O,AS-0)
lsobarlc analog state (1.~S)is s~en w{th its corresponding Dw. 1.
Virtually all of the remaining cross section corresponds to M-1
transitions as evidtnced by its ~Q1. The obs~rved value for DN
in the Yregion of tilegiant (;Tresonance~ futthcr demonstrates tha
it is assentiall.ynll GT in nature, without othar contributions,
RPA calculations hnve been done for 90Zr(p,n) cross section nt
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Fig. 3. ‘OZr(p,n) reaction at 160 MeV showing cross
section (top) and polarization tranqfer cross
section ~,bottom)from Ref. 29.

200 MeVlq?lS and have found no evidence for a need to include
qup~e.hing due to delta-isobars with the proviso that the S +
strength obtained from the (n,p) reaction (as yet u:lmcasured) f,
small. However, this same calculation predi~ts only a small amount
oi 1- and 2+ natural parity strength in the O cross section in con-
tradiction of the (p,n) results at 160 MeV. Further analysis of
these types of spin transfer measurements as well as thejr angular
distributions is certainly needed, as well as (n,p) and higher
energy data where the delta r.agioncan be investigated directly.Q

A similar program exists in (p,p’) addressing the question of
IIIgiant resonances.16 These resonances have beau reportedly seen in
(P,P’) spectra on a variety of mdiwn-to-hatvy nuclei.17 With only
cross-section data available, the assignment of hl is based
primarily on the characteristic dL=O angular distribution and on tbe
centroid and width of the distributions. These giant resonances aL-~

no t systematically obsorved in back-angle electron scattering,
presumably sensitive to tllstrength. If these giant resonances are
indeed Ml In nature, they qhould exhibit large 6S=1 strength over
their region of excitation. Spin-flip cross sections appear to be
an idtal tool for resolving this controversy.

Equation 2 may also be viewed as a way of getting nuclear
structure information if ths effective interaction is known. An
investigationof the nuclenr continuum using polarized protons 10!~s
Usas this approach to relate t~ighenergy (200 GeV) deep inelastic
lopton scattering (DTLS) to nucleon scattering at. intermediate
energies (500 MeV). The connection between the two is through
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explanations of the European rfuon Collaboration (EMC) effect and
their implications for inclusive proton scattering. The EMC effect
is the apparent modification of the nucleon structure function, or
quark distribution, when the nucleon is embedded in the nuclear
medium. ‘Thisis reflected as an enhancement of the ratio of F2
structure functions for a heavy nucleus compared to deuterium as
measured in DILS at small values of the scaling variable x--scatter--
ing from the sea quarks--and a corresponding depletion at large
x--scattering from the valence quarks. Most explanations of this
effect either invoke a dynamic resealing or increased confinement
size of a nucleon within the nucleus or a more conventional approach
involving enhancement of the pion field within the nllcleus. The
second has a certain intuitive appeal since each nucleon is
surrounded by a cloud of pions contributing to DILS (as a qijpair of
sea quarks). When embedded in the nuclear medium, the net number of
pions per nucleon may increase, either due simply to -~.-hangeof
pions with neighboring nucleons providing binding to the system, or
by a nuclear many-body enhancement of the nNN vertex through an
attractive NN interaction. It has been further suggested that dy-
namic resealing simply qimics the pionic effects.

In both scattering processes the enhancement of the mNN vertex
arises in the same way, and any explanation of the EMC effect
invoking enhanced pion fields within the nucleus must confront the
lower-energy hadron scattering data.

Ol\emodel of the pionic enhancementt uses the spin-isospin
responses of A,lberico, Ericson, and Molinari (AEM)20~zl which is
calculable for quasi--freescattering in infinite nuclear matter.
T5e separation between spin-longitudinal and

i
pin-transverse

provides additional selectivity to the u o ~and $x partsoi the
residual interaction gil~enby

(to within vertex form factors). Since m a5.5mn, these two pi~ces
of the interaction have very different q-llependence~ a$ ~+en in
Fig. 4a along w &h

1
the corresponding responsm functions (4b) for

g’-”7 at 1.75 fm- , the momentum transfer correspo~lding to the
largest enhancement in this model. Figure 4(c) {s the ratio of
spin-longitudinal CO spin-transverse response functions -in this
model. It is this proposed attractive behavior Of V;Jeswhich
enhance the pion field in the nucleus giving ri~e to the EMC”
effect.22 It should be noted that other models of V‘es do not
exh~bit this attractive behaviorZ1 and hence would not predict nny
exc’esspions,
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The proton experiment consists of precise dcltekminatiollof the
complete set of polarization-transfercoefficients for 500 t4eV in-
clusive 9c ttering

t
from Pb, Ca, and 2H at a mc~mentu,-trnnsfet of

G - 1.75fm- . The spin--longitudinaland
probabilities are constructed using

ISL ■ 1/4 [1 - Dm + (Ds~

IS,r■ 1/4 [1 - D~ + (DSS -

spin-transverse spin-flip

‘LL)sece~ab] ? (4.1)

DLL)sece~ab] (4.2)

For free NN scattering these combinations will isolate pure
spin-longitudinaland spin-transverse couplings of the two nucleon
systern. For intermediate energy nuclaon-n{’cleusinteractions the
following prescription is used:
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ISL = I (5.1)%~RL(q, @ Ne ,

lST = I (5.2)~S~RT(q ,~) Ne ~

I = I~R(q, @ Ne , (5.3)

where NN refers to t?e nucleon-nucleon values. Ne is the effective
number of participating nucleons. Tl,e spin-longitudinal,
transverse, and total response functions per nucleon in the
A-nucleon system are defined as

RL(q,@ = l<q,~lf(~)~’~eid”;lo>

RT(q,@) = [<q,wlf(t)ilx~ei~”‘lo>

2 9 (6.1)

2, (6.2)

(? + EP +F2
R(q,@) = —

A2 + C2 R. , (6.3)RT+~RL+~
#l--

It should be noted that RL is new nuclear structure information not
available in (e,e’) or (n,n’) scattering. Taking the same ap~o~;~
;$ in the EIIC experiment, the isospin-averagedvalues for SL

were experimentally determined by quasi-free scattering from 2H
in order to eliminate any uncertainties in the phase shift values of
these quantities. From these data the ratio of RL(q,@)/RT(q,@) was
extrscted by

Spv<s:> = RL(q,f@/R(q,@ t

S;b/<S;> = RT(q,O/R(q,@ ,

(7.1)

(7.2)

where A refers to the heavy target, D to the deuterium data, and
< > implies an average over (A).

Even at the level of the individual spin-flip probabilities, SL
and S for the heavy target show no difference from 2H, and hence no
effec~is seen in in the ratio of responses derived from them.
(Recall that the response functions are normalized to unity for free
NN scattering).

Several corrections must be made to the proton data, however,
before the Level of sens~tivity to the predicted enhancement of RL
can be determined. It is expected that a density correcting mlustbe
made to account for the surface peaking of protons scattering from
the nucleus at these energies. Two methods were employed, a local
Fermi gas approximation where the interaction profile is calculated
using a detailed Intranuclea~ Cascade codeZ4 and the Semi-Infini:e
Slab model,z’ which accounts well for medjurn-energyp-nucleus con-
tinuum data.z~ Both yield essentially identical results for the
ratio of R /l{T.

k
It also demonstrates that the Ca data provide as

good a densi y pro~ile as PI]at these energies.
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Secondly, the calculated ratic is purely isovector. Correc-
tions ~u~t be made for the mixed isospin contributions for (p,p’)
scattering, This is accomplished using the isospin decomposition of
the NN interaction from t e 500-MeV phase-shift solution of Arndt.

!
The results for q = 1.75fm- are (in terms of the coefficients -n
Eq. 1)

(8.1)

E;=lx=()= 1.15 (8.2)

The longitudinal interaction is dominantly isovector but the
transverse ce~qists of nearly equal mixtures of both isospins. We
define

and

T-l T-O
EL = ~(3”62RL ~)+ Rr

.
(9.1)

(9.2)

and all isoscalar responses are assumed to be the free,
non-interacting function9. The calculated ratios of fiL/~ are shown
in Fig. 5 along 1with the data for the quasi-free exper ment. The
different curves represent different values of g’. Recent analysis
of the EIIC data requires g’= 0.55 in order to fit the low-x
region,27 in disagreement with the proton data. In fact the data
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Fig. 5. Comparison of- t~eory and proton scattering data
for the ratio R / .

T
Calculat~.onsare for values

of g’= 0.55 (~ot cd), g’- 0.7 (dot-dashed),and
g’- 0.9 (solid).
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large value of g’ = 0.9 at this momentum transfer. It
be noted that most of our knowledge of g’ comes from q = O
q-dependence is essentially undetermined.

Many other possible sources of “theoretical error” have been
investigated. These include verifying the validity of the
approximations at small W, coupling of longitudinal and transverse
modes in a finite nucleus, distortion effects, and differential
range effects for one-n and one-p exchange potentials. These are
detailed in Ref. 19. None of these effects seem to account for the
lack of enhancement in the proton data predicted by those pion
models used to explain the EMC effect. Such comparisons could not
be made, however, without spin-transfer measurements.

It seems clear that spin observable at intermediate energies
will provide the required detailed information needed to address im-
portant fundamental questions in nuclear physics today. These
programs are relatively new, btit have already made significant
impact. Many laboratories are now pursuing them with great vigor
and enthusiasm.

The work and ideas presented here include those of many of my
colleagues and collaborqtcrs. I would especially like to
acknowledge helpful discussions with Joel Moss, Tom Carey, Terry
Taddeucci, and Charles Glashausser.
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